Individual finger forces acting on a grasped object during shaking actions.
Individual finger grip forces acting on a hand-held object were examined during shaking tasks with a five-finger precision grip. The subjects (n = 13) shook a force transducer-equipped grip object (mass = 400 g) in vertical, horizontal, and mediolateral directions at an average movement speed of 33 cm/s (moderate) and 66 cm/s (fast). In addition, grip forces were examined while the subjects (n = 10) held the object in front of the body and walked or ran in place. It was found that the grip forces for all the fingers changed temporally and spatially coupling with the acceleration of the object resulting from shaking. The results suggest that grip force control is accomplished in an active and anticipatory fashion. Regardless of the shaking direction and speed, among the four fingers the absolute grip force in the index finger was largest, followed by the middle, ring, and little finger forces. The index finger therefore plays a primary role in grip force control during shaking. The percent force contribution by each finger varied depending on the direction of shaking. Contributions of the ring and little fingers were larger when shaken in the horizontal and mediolateral directions than they were in the vertical direction. The results suggest that different finger co-ordination is required in relation to shaking direction. Changes in shaking speed from moderate to fast changed the grip forces for all the fingers. During walking and running, grip force control similar to that during active vertical shaking was required to hold the object safely in the hand.